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Abstract. Plan recognition is the task of predicting an agent’s top-level plans
based on its observed actions. It is an abductive reasoning task that involves
inferring cause from effect. Most existing approaches to plan recognition use
either first-order logic or probabilistic graphical models. While the former can-
not handle uncertainty, the latter cannot handle structured representations. In or-
der to overcome these limitations, we develop an approach to plan recognition
using Bayesian Logic Programs (BLPs), which combine first-order logic and
Bayesian networks. Since BLPs employ logical deduction to construct the net-
works, they cannot be used effectively for plan recognition. Therefore, we extend
BLPs to use logical abduction to construct Bayesian networks and call the result-
ing model Bayesian Abductive Logic Programs (BALPs). We learn the parame-
ters in BALPs using the Expectation Maximization algorithm adapted for BLPs.
Finally, we present an experimental evaluation of BALPs on three benchmark
data sets and compare its performance with the state-of-the-art for plan recogni-
tion.

1 Introduction

Plan recognition is the task of predicting an agent’s top-level plans based on its ob-
served actions. It is an abductive reasoning task that involves inferring cause from ef-
fect [8]. Traditionally, plan-recognition approaches have been based on first-order logic
in which a knowledge-base of plans and actions is developed for the domain and then
default reasoning [15] or logical abduction [24] is used to predict the best plan based on
the observed actions. However, these approaches are unable to handle uncertainty in the
observations or background knowledge and are incapable of estimating the likelihood
of different plans. An alternative approach to plan recognition is to use probabilistic
methods such as Abstract Hidden Markov Models [5] or statistical n-gram models [2].
While these approaches handle uncertainty, they cannot handle structured representa-
tions as they are essentially propositional in nature. As a result, it is also difficult to
incorporate planning domain knowledge in these approaches.

The main focus of this paper is to develop an approach to plan recognition that
overcomes the limitations described above. Recently, a number of formalisms that in-
tegrate both first-order logic and probabilistic graphical models have been developed in
the area of statistical relational learning (SRL) [11]. Since these formalisms combine



the strengths of both approaches, they are well suited for solving problems like plan
recognition. We explore the application of one such formalism to plan recognition.

Of the various SRL formalisms that have been developed, Markov Logic Networks
(MLNs), [29], which combine first-order logic and undirected graphical models (Markov
nets) have been used for abductive plan recognition by Kate and Mooney [14]. Since
MLNs employ deduction for logical inference, they adapt MLNs for abduction by
adding reverse implications for every rule in the knowledge base. However, the addition
of these rules increases the size and complexity of the MLN, resulting in a computa-
tionally expensive model.

In this paper, we explore the application of Bayesian Logic Programs (BLPs) [16],
which combine first-order Horn logic and Bayesian networks to plan recognition. BLPs
use SLD resolution to generate proof trees, which are then used to construct a ground
Bayes net for a given query. However, deduction is unable to construct proofs for ab-
ductive problems such as plan recognition. Therefore, we extend BLPs to use logical
abduction to construct proofs. In logical abduction, missing facts are assumed when
necessary to complete proof trees, and we use the resulting abductive proof trees to
construct Bayes nets. We call the resulting model Bayesian Abductive Logic Programs
(BALPs). Like all SRL formalisms, BALPs combine the strengths of both first-order
logic and probabilistic graphical models, thereby overcoming the limitations of tradi-
tional plan recognition approaches mentioned above.

First, we present the necessary enhancements to BLPs to support abduction. Next,
we discuss how to learn the parameters in BALPs using the Expectation Maximization
algorithm adapted for BLPs [18]. Finally, we present an experimental evaluation of
BALPs on three benchmark data sets for plan-recognition and compare its performance
with the state-of-the-art.

2 Background

2.1 Logical Abduction

In a logical framework, abduction, is usually defined as follows [28]:

– Given: Background knowledge B and observations O, both represented as sets of
formulae in first-order logic, whereB is typically restricted to a set of Horn clauses
and O to a conjunction of ground literals.

– Find: A hypothesis H , also a set of logical formulae, such that B ∪ H 6|= ⊥ and
B ∪H |= O.

Here |= stands for logical entailment and ⊥ for false, i.e. find a set of assumptions
that is consistent with the background theory and explains the observations. There are
generally many hypothesesH that explain a particular set of observationsO. Following
Occam’s Razor, the best hypothesis is typically selected based on minimizing |H|.

2.2 Bayesian Logic Programs

Bayesian logic programs (BLPs) [16] can be viewed as templates for constructing di-
rected graphical models (Bayes nets). Given a knowledge base as a special kind of logic



program, standard logical deduction (SLD resolution) is used to automatically construct
a Bayes net for a given problem. More specifically, given a set of facts and a query, all
possible Horn-clause proofs of the query are constructed and used to build a Bayes net
for answering the query. Standard probabilistic inference techniques are then used to
compute the most probable answer.

More formally, a BLP consists of a set of Bayesian clauses, definite clauses of the
form A|A1, A2, A3, .....An, where n ≥ 0 and A, A1, A2, A3,......,An are Bayesian
predicates (defined below). A is called the head of the clause (head(c)) and (A1, A2,
A3,....,An) is the body (body(c)). When n = 0, a Bayesian clause is a fact. Each
Bayesian clause c is assumed to be universally quantified and range restricted, i.e
variables{head} ⊆ variables{body}, and has an associated conditional probability
distribution: cpd(c) = P (head(c)|body(c)).

A Bayesian predicate is a predicate with a finite domain, and each ground atom
for a Bayesian predicate represents a random variable. Associated with each Bayesian
predicate is a combining rule such as noisy-or or noisy-and that maps a finite set of cpds
into a single cpd [26]. Let A be a Bayesian predicate defined by two Bayesian clauses,
A|A1, A2, A3, .....An and A|B1, B2, B3, .....Bn, where cpd1 and cpd2 are their cpd’s.
Let θ be a substitution that satisfies both clauses. Then, in the constructed Bayes net,
directed edges are added from the nodes for each Aiθ and Biθ to the node for Aθ.
The combining rule for A is used to construct a single cpd for Aθ from cpd1 and cpd2.
The probability of a joint assignment of truth values to the final set of ground proposi-
tions is then defined in the standard way for a Bayes net: P(X) =

∏
i P (Xi|Pa(Xi)),

where X = X1, X2, ..., Xn represents the set of random variables in the network and
Pa(Xi) represents the parents of Xi. The cpds for Bayesian clauses can be learned
using the methods described by Kersting and De Raedt [18]. Once a ground network
is constructed, standard probabilistic inference methods can be used to answer various
types of queries [20].

3 Bayesian Abductive Logic Programs

Bayesian Abductive Logic Programs (BALPs) are an extension of BLPs. In plan recog-
nition, the known facts are insufficient to support the derivation of deductive proof trees
for the requisite queries. By using abduction, missing literals can be assumed in order
to complete the proof trees needed to determine the structure of the ground network. We
first describe the abductive inference procedure used in BALPs. Next we describe how
probabilistic parameters are specified and how probabilistic inference is performed. Fi-
nally, we discuss how parameters can be automatically learned from data.

3.1 Logical Abduction

LetO1,O2, ....,On be the set of observations. We derive a set of most-specific abductive
proof trees for these observations using the method originally proposed by Stickel [32].
The abductive proofs for each observation literal are computed by backchaining on each
Oi until every literal in the proof is proven or assumed. A literal is said to be proven if
it unifies with some fact or the head of some rule in the knowledge base, otherwise it is



said to be assumed. Since multiple plans/actions could generate the same observation,
an observation literal could unify with the head of multiple rules in the knowledge base.
For such a literal, we compute alternative abductive proofs. The resulting abductive
proof trees are then used to build the structure of the Bayes net using the standard
approach for BLPs.

Algorithm 1 AbductionBALP
Inputs: Background knowledge KB and observations O1, O2, O3, ...., On both repre-

sented as sets of formulae in first-order logic, where KB is typically restricted to a
set of Horn clauses and each Oi is a ground literal.

Output: Abductive proofs for all Oi.
1: Let Q be a queue of unproven atoms, initialized with Oi

2: while Q not empty do
3: Ai← Remove atom from Q
4: for each rule Ri in KB do
5: consequent← Head literal of Ri

6: if Ai unifies with consequent then
7: Si ← unify Ai and consequent and return substitution
8: Replace variables in the body of Ri with bindings in Si. Each literal in the

body of Ri is a new subgoal.
9: for each literali in body of Ri do

10: if literali unifies with head of some rule Rj in KB then
11: add literali to Q
12: else if literali unifies with an existing fact then
13: Unify and consider the literal to be proved
14: else
15: if literali unifies with an existing assumption then
16: Unify and use the assumption
17: else
18: Assume literali by replacing any unbound variables that are exis-

tentially quantified in literali with new Skolem constants.
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for
22: end if
23: end for
24: end while

The basic algorithm to construct abductive proofs is given in Algorithm 1. The
algorithm takes as input a knowledge base (KB) in the form of Horn clauses and a set
of observations as ground facts. It outputs a set of abductive proof trees by performing
logical abduction on the observations. These proof trees are then used to construct the
Bayesian network. For each observation Oi, AbductionBALP searches for rules whose
consequents unify with Oi. For each such rule, it computes the substitution from the



unification process and substitutes variables in the body of the rule with bindings from
the substitution. The literals in the body now become new subgoals in the inference
process. If these new subgoals cannot be proved, i.e if they cannot unify with existing
facts or with the consequent of any rule in the KB, then they are assumed. In order
to minimize the number of assumptions, the assumed literals are first matched with
existing assumptions. If no such assumption exists, then any unbound variables in the
literal that are existentially quantified are replaced by Skolem constants.

In SLD resolution, which is used in BLPs, if any subgoal literal cannot be proven,
the proof fails. However, in BALPs, we assume such literals and allow proofs to proceed
till completion. Note that there could be multiple existing assumptions that could unify
with subgoals in Step 15. However, if we used all ground assumptions that could unify
with a literal, then the size of the ground network would grow exponentially, making
probabilistic inference intractable. In order to limit the size of the ground network, we
unify subgoals with assumptions in a greedy manner, i.e when multiple assumptions
match with a subgoal, we just randomly pick one of them and do not pursue the others.
We found that this approach worked well for plan-recognition. For other tasks, domain-
specific heuristics could potentially be used to reduce the size of the network.

(a) Partial Knowledge Base:
# Shopping
1. inst(?g,going) | inst(?b,shopping), go-step(?b,?g).
2. inst(?sp,shopping-place) | inst(?s,shopping), store(?s,?sp).
# Robbing
3. inst(?p,going) | inst(?r,robbing), go-step(?r,?p).

(b) Observations:
inst(go1,going)
inst(store1,shopping-place)

(c) Ground Abductive Clauses:
inst(go1,going) | inst(a1,shopping), go-step(a1,go1).
inst(go1,going) | inst(a1,robbing), go-step(a1,go1).
inst(store1,shopping-place) | inst(a1,shopping), store(a1,store1).

Fig. 1: (a) A partial knowledge base from the Story Understanding data set. All vari-
ables start with “?”. (b) The logical representation of the observations. (c) The set of
ground rules obtained from logical abduction.

We now illustrate the abductive inference process with a simple example from the
Story-Understanding benchmark data set described in Section 4.1. Consider the partial
knowledge base and set of observations given in Figure 1a and Figure 1b respectively.
There are two top-level plans, shopping and robbing, in the knowledge base. Note that
the action literal “inst(?g, going)” could be observed as part of both shopping and rob-
bing. For each observation literal in Figure 1b, we recursively backchain to generate
abductive proof trees. When we backchain on the literal inst(go1,going) using Rule 1,
we obtain the subgoals inst(?b,shopping) and go-step(?b,go1). These subgoals become



Fig. 2: Bayesian network constructed for example in Figure 1. The nodes with thick
borders represent observed actions, the nodes with dotted borders represent intermedi-
ate nodes used to combine the conjuncts in the body of a clause, and the nodes with thin
borders represent plan literals.

assumptions since no observations or heads of clauses unify with them. Since ?b is an
existentially quantified variable, we replace it with a Skolem constant a1 to obtain the
ground assumptions inst(a1,shopping) and go-step(a1,go1). We then backchain on lit-
eral inst(go1,going) using Rule 3 to get subgoals inst(?r,robbing) and go-step(?r,go1).
We cannot unify inst(?r, robbing) with any observation or existing assumptions; how-
ever, we can unify go-step(?r,go1) with an existing assumption go-step(a1,go1), thereby
binding ?r to a1. In order to minimize the number of assumptions, we first try to match
literals with unbound variables to existing assumptions, rather than instantiating them
with new Skolem constants. Finally, we backchain on the literal inst(store1,shopping-
place) using Rule 2 to get subgoals inst(?s,shopping), store(?s,store1). Here again, we
match inst(?s, shopping) to an existing assumption inst(a1,shopping), thereby binding
?s to a1.

Figure 1c gives the final set of ground rules generated by abductive inference. Af-
ter generating all abductive proofs for all observation literals, we construct a Bayesian
network. Figure 2 shows the Bayesian network constructed for the example in Fig-
ure 1. Note that since there are no observations/facts that unify with the subgoals
(inst(?b,shopping), go-step(?b,?g), inst(?r,robbing), go-step(?r,?p), and store(?s,?sp)
) generated during backchaining on observations, SLD resolution will fail to generate
proofs. This is typical in plan recognition, and as a result, we cannot use BLPs for such
tasks.

The only difference between BALPs and BLPs lies in the logical inference proce-
dure used to construct proofs. Once the abductive proofs are generated, BALPs use the
same procedure as BLPs to construct the Bayesian network. We further show in Sec-
tion 3.3 and Section 4.3 that techniques developed for BLPs for learning parameters can
also be used for BALPs.



3.2 Probabilistic Parameters and Inference

We now discuss how parameters are specified in BALPs. We use noisy/logical-and and
noisy-or models to specify the cpds in the ground Bayesian network as these models
compactly encode the cpdwith fewer parameters, i.e. just one parameter for each parent
node. Depending on the domain, we use either a strict logical-and or a softer noisy-and
model to specify the cpd for combining evidence from the conjuncts in the body of
a clause. We use a noisy-or model to specify the cpd for combining the disjunctive
contributions from different ground clauses with the same head. Figure 2 shows the
noisy-and and noisy-or nodes in the Bayesian network constructed for the example in
Figure 1.

Given the constructed Bayesian network and a set of observations, we determine the
best explanation using standard methods for computing the Most Probable Explanation
(MPE) [26], which determines the joint assignment of values to the unobserved nodes
in the network which has the maximum posterior probability given the observations.
To compute multiple alternative explanations, we use the k-MPE algorithm [25] as im-
plemented in Elvira [10]. For other types of exact probabilistic inference (marginal and
joint) we use Netica,1 a commercial Bayes-net software package.

When the complexity of the ground network makes exact inference intractable (as
in the Monroe dataset described in Sect. 4), we have to resort to approximate infer-
ence. Due to the (noisy/logical) and and or nodes in the network, there are a number
of deterministic constraints, i.e. 0 values in the cpds. As a result, generic importance
sampling algorithms like likelihood weighting used in Elvira failed to generate suffi-
cient samples. Hence, we used SampleSearch [12], an approximate sampling algorithm
specifically designed for graphical models with multiple deterministic constraints.

3.3 Parameter Learning

Learning can be used to automatically set the noisy-or and noisy-and parameters in
the model. We learn these parameters using the EM algorithm adapted for BLPs by
Kersting and De Raedt [18]. In supervised training data for plan recognition, one typ-
ically has evidence for the observed actions and the top-level plans. However, we usu-
ally do not have evidence for network nodes corresponding to subgoals, noisy-ors, and
noisy/logical-ands. As a result, there are a number of variables in the ground networks
which are always hidden, and hence EM is appropriate for learning the requisite pa-
rameters from the partially observed training data. We simplify the problem by learning
only the noisy-or parameters and using a deterministic logical-and model to combine
evidence from the conjuncts in the body of a clause. We use uniform priors for top-level
plans unless otherwise mentioned.

4 Experimental Evaluation

Unfortunately, there are very few benchmark datasets or rigorous experimental evalua-
tions of plan recognition. In this section, we evaluate BALPs on three plan-recognition

1 http://www.norsys.com/



datasets that are available. First, we describe experiments to determine if BALPs are
more effective for plan recognition than previous approaches. Then, we describe addi-
tional experiments evaluating the automatic learning of BALP parameters.

4.1 Datasets

Monroe / Reformulated Monroe The Monroe dataset is an artificially-generated plan-
recognition dataset in the emergency response domain by Blaylock and Allen [1]. This
domain includes top level plans such as setting up a temporary shelter, clearing a road
wreck, and providing medical attention to victims. The task is to infer a single top
level plan from a set of observed actions automatically generated by a planner. The
planner used is SHOP2 [22] and the domain knowledge is represented as a hierarchical
transition network (HTN). We constructed a logical knowledge base representing the
domain knowledge encoded in the HTN. We used 1,000 artificially generated examples
in our experiments. Each example instantiates one of the 10 top-level plans and contains
an average of 10.19 literals describing a sample execution of this plan.

Due to computational complexity, we were unable to compare the performance of
BALPs with Kate and Mooney’s [14] MLN approach on this domain. Their approach
resulted in an MLN with rules containing multiple existentially quantified variables
which produced an exponential number of possible groundings, eventually leading to
memory overflow. In order to compare BALPs with this MLN approach, we slightly
modified the Monroe domain to eliminate this problem without significantly changing
the underlying task. The resulting dataset also had 1,000 examples, with an average of
9.7 observations per example. We refer to this dataset as “Reformulated-Monroe.”

Linux The Linux dataset is another plan-recognition dataset created by Blaylock and
Allen [3]. Human users were asked to perform various tasks in Linux and their com-
mands were recorded. The task is to predict the correct top level plan from the sequence
of executed commands. For example, one of the tasks involves finding all files with a
given extension. The dataset consists of 19 top level plans and 457 examples, with an
average of 6.1 command literals per example. We constructed the background knowl-
edge base for the Linux dataset based on our knowledge of the commands.

Story Understanding We also used a dataset2 that was previously used to evaluate ab-
ductive story understanding systems [24, 6]. In this task, characters’ higher-level plans
must be inferred from their actions described in a narrative text. A logical representa-
tion of the literal meaning of the text is given for each example. A sample story is: “Bill
went to the liquor-store. He pointed a gun at the owner.” The plans in this dataset include
shopping, robbing, restaurant dining, traveling in a vehicle (bus, taxi or plane), party-
ing and jogging. Most narratives involve more than a single plan. This small dataset
consists of 25 development examples and 25 test examples each containing an average
of 12.6 literals. We used the background knowledge that was initially constructed for

2 http://www.cs.utexas.edu/˜ml/accel.html



the ACCEL system [24]. Figure 1a and Figure 1b give a partial knowledge base and a
partial set of observations from this data set.

Each of these data sets evaluates a distinct aspect of plan recognition systems. Since
the Monroe domain is quite large with numerous subgoals and entities, it tests the ability
of a plan-recognition system to scale to large domains. On the other hand, the Linux
data set is not that large, but since the data comes from real human users, it is quite
noisy. There are several sources of noise including cases in which users claim they have
successfully executed a top-level plan when actually they have not [2]. Therefore, this
data set tests the robustness of a plan-recognition system to noisy input. Monroe and
Linux involve predicting a single top-level plan; however, in the Story Understanding
domain, most examples have multiple top-level plans. Therefore, this data set tests the
ability of a plan-recognition system to identify multiple top-level plans.

4.2 Comparison with Other Approaches

We now present comparisons to three previous approaches to plan-recognition across
the different benchmark datasets.

Monroe and Linux We first compared BALPs with Blaylock and Allen’s [2] plan-
recognition system on both the Monroe and Linux datasets. Their approach learns sta-
tistical n-gram models to separately predict plan schemas (i.e. predicates) and their
arguments.

We learned the noisy-or parameters for BALPs using the EM algorithm described
in Sect. 3.3. We initially set all noisy-or parameters to 0.9, which gave reasonable per-
formance in both domains. We picked a default value of 0.9 for noisy-or parameters
based on the intuition that if a parent node is true, then the child node is true with a
probability 0.9. We then ran EM with two starting points – random weights and manual
weights (0.9). We found that EM initialized with manual weights generally performed
the best for both domains, and hence we used this approach for our comparisons. Even
though EM is sensitive to starting point, it outperformed other approaches even when
initialized with random weights (see Sect. 4.3). Initial experiments found no advantage
to using noisy-and instead of logical-and in these domains, so we did not experiment
with learning noisy-and parameters.

For Linux, we performed 10-fold cross validation for evaluation and we ran EM
until convergence on the training set for each fold. For Monroe, where more data is
available, we used 300 examples for training, 200 examples for validation, and the re-
maining 500 examples for testing. Note that for Monroe, Blaylock and Allen used 4,500
examples for learning parameters. Using 4500 examples for learning BALP parameters
results in large training times, and hence we limited to using 300 examples. We ran EM
iterations on the training set until the accuracy on the validation set stopped improving.
We then used the final learned set of weights to perform plan-recognition on the test set.

For both Monroe and Linux, the plan-recognition task involves inferring a single top
level plan that best explains the observations. Hence, we computed the marginal proba-
bilities for all ground instantiations of the plan predicates in the network and picked the
single plan instantiation with the highest marginal probability.



Due to differences in Blaylock and Allen’s experimental methodology and ours,
we are only able to directly compare performance using their convergence score [2],
the fraction of examples for which the correct plan predicate is inferred (ignoring the
arguments) when given all of the observations.

Table 1 shows the results. BALPs outperform Blaylock and Allen’s system on the
convergence score in both domains and the difference in the performances was statis-
tically significant (p < .05) as determined by unpaired t-test 3. We treated the conver-
gence score as the mean of a Bernoulli variable (schema prediction event) and computed
variance accordingly, and then used the mean, variance, and sample size to perform an
unpaired t-test. The convergence score for Blaylock and Allen’s system on Monroe is
already quite high, leaving little room for improvement. However, BALPs was still able
to improve over this score by 4.5%. On the other hand, the baseline convergence score
for Linux was fairly low, and BALPs were able to improve the results by a remarkable
29.1%. Despite this improvement, the overall convergence score for Linux is not that
high. Noise in the data is one reason for the modest score. Another issue with this data
set is the presence of very similar plans, like find-file-by-ext and find-file-by-name. The
commands executed by users in these two plans are nearly identical, making it difficult
for a plan recognition system to distinguish them [3].

BALPs Blaylock and Allen
Monroe 98.4 94.2*
Linux 46.6 36.1*

Table 1: Convergence scores for BALPs and Blaylock and Allen’s system for Monroe
and Linux. ‘*’ indicates that the difference is statistically significant.

Reformulated-Monroe We also compared the performance of BALPs with Kate and
Mooney’s [14] MLN approach on the Reformulated-Monroe dataset. For MLNs, we
were unable to effectively learn clause weights on this dataset since it was intractable to
run Alchemy’s existing weight-learners due to the sizes of the MLN and data. Hence,
we manually set the weights using the heuristics described by Kate and Mooney [14].
To ensure a fair comparison, we also used manual instead of learned weights for BALPs.
We uniformly set all noisy-or parameters to 0.9 and used logical-and to combine evi-
dence from conjuncts in the body of a clause, since this gave good performance on the
original Monroe data.

We used two different metrics to compare the performance of the two approaches –
convergence score and accuracy. We compared the inferred plan with the correct plan
to compute the accuracy score. When computing accuracy, partial credit was given for
predicting the correct plan predicate with only a subset of its correct arguments. A point
was rewarded for inferring the correct plan predicate, then, given the correct predicate,
an additional point was rewarded for each correct argument. For example, if the cor-
rect plan was plan1(a1, a2) and the inferred plan was plan1(a1, a3), the accuracy was
66.67%.

3 We did not have access to scores for individual examples for Blaylock and Allen’s system,
hence we performed an unpaired t-test.



The observation set for this domain includes all actions executed to implement the
top level plan. In order to evaluate performance for partially observed plans, we per-
formed plan recognition given only subsets of the complete action sequence. Specif-
ically, we report results after observing the first 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the
executed actions. Table 2 shows the results. “Accuracy-n” is the accuracy when given
the first n% of the observations. BALPs consistently outperform the MLN approach on
this data set and all differences are statistically significant (p < .05) as determined by
the Wilcoxon Sign Rank (WSR) test [30]. The convergence score for BALPs demon-
strates a large (25.41%) improvement over MLNs. Finally, we would like to note that
the computational complexity of the MLN approach prevented us from running it on
the Linux dataset.

Convergence Score Accuracy-100 Accuracy-75 Accuracy-50 Accuracy-25
BALP 99.90 97.40 66.80 32.67 9.83
MLN 79.66* 79.20* 40.51* 19.26* 4.10*

Table 2: Comparative results for Reformulated-Monroe, “*” indicates that the differ-
ence is statistically significant.

Story Understanding On Story Understanding, we compared the performance of
BALPs with the MLN approach of Kate and Mooney [14] and ACCEL [24], a logical-
abduction system that uses a metric to guide its search for selecting the best explanation.
ACCEL can use two different metrics: simplicity, which selects the explanation with
the fewest assumptions and coherence, which selects the explanation that maximally
connects the input observations. This second metric is specifically geared towards text
interpretation by measuring explanatory coherence [23]. Currently, this bias has not
been incorporated in either the BALP or MLN approach.

For BALPs, we were unable to learn useful parameters from just 25 development
examples. As a result, we set parameters manually in an attempt to maximize perfor-
mance on the development set. As before, a uniform value of 0.9 for all noisy-or pa-
rameters seemed to work well for this domain. Unlike other domains, using logical-and
to combine evidence from conjuncts in the body of a clause did not yield high-quality
results. Using noisy-and significantly improved the results; so we used noisy-ands with
uniform parameters of 0.9. Here again, the intuition was that if parent node was false or
turned off, then the child node would also be false or turned off with a probability 0.9.
To disambiguate between conflicting plans, we set different priors for high level plans
to maximize performance on the development data. For the MLN approach, we used
Kate and Mooney’s [14] system with their manually-tuned weights for this dataset.

Since multiple plans are possible in this domain, we computed the most probable
explanation (MPE) to infer the best set of plans. We compared the inferred plans with
the ground truth to compute precision, recall, and F-measure (the harmonic mean of
precision and recall). As before, partial credit was given for predicting the correct plan
predicate with some incorrect arguments. The observed literals in this data are already
incomplete and do not include all of the actions needed to execute a plan, so they were
used as is.



Table 3 shows the results. BALPs performed better than both ACCEL-Simplicity
and MLNs. With respect to F-measure, BALPs improved over MLNs by 15.57% and
over ACCEL-Simplicity by 33.65%. However, ACCEL-Coherence still performed the
best. Since the coherence metric incorporates extra criteria specific to story understand-
ing, this bias would need to be included in the probabilistic models to make them more
competitive. However, the coherence metric is specific to narrative interpretation and
not applicable to plan recognition in general.

BALP MLN ACCEL-Simplicity ACCEL-Coherence
Precision 72.07 67.31 66.45 89.39*

Recall 85.57 68.10* 52.32* 89.39
F-measure 78.24 67.70* 58.54* 89.39*

Table 3: Comparative results for Story Understanding, “*” indicates that the difference
wrt BALPs is statistically significant.

Overall, BALPs outperformed most existing approaches on the existing benchmark
data sets, thus demonstrating that BALPs are a very effective approach to plan recogni-
tion.

4.3 Parameter Learning Experiments

We now describe additional experiments that were designed to determine if EM can
effectively learn BALP parameters in different plan-recognition domains.

Learning Methodology We used EM as described in Sect. 3.3 to learn noisy-or pa-
rameters for the Linux and Monroe domains.4 We initially set all noisy-or parameters to
0.9. This gives reasonable performance in both domains, so we compare BALPs with
learned noisy-or parameters to this default model which we call “Manual-Weights”
(MW). For training, we ran EM with two sets of starting parameters – manual weights
(0.9) and random values. We call the former “MW-Start” and the latter “Rand-Start”.
We used the same training and test splits as described in Section 4.2 for both Linux and
Monroe. To measure performance, we computed the convergence score and accuracy
scores for various levels of observability as described above.

Learning Results Table 4 shows the results for different models on Linux. MW-
Start consistently outperforms MW, demonstrating that parameter learning improves
the performance of default BALP parameters on the Linux domain. Rand-Start does
marginally better than MW for all but the 50% and 25% levels of partial observability.
However, it does not perform as well as MW-Start, showing that learning from scratch
is somewhat better than using default parameters but not as effective as starting learning
from reasonable default values.

4 We were unable to learn useful parameters for Story Understanding since the mere 25 devel-
opment examples were insufficient for training.



Convergence Score Accuracy-100 Accuracy-75 Accuracy-50 Accuracy-25
MW 39.82 30.41 28.22 21.84 18.34

MW-Start 46.6* 36.32* 34.06* 25.45* 19.83*
Rand-Start 41.57 31.4 29.1 20.53 14.55*

Table 4: Results for parameter learning on Linux, “*” indicates that the difference wrt
the MW model is statistically significant.

Table 5 shows the results for different models on Monroe. The performance of MW
is already so high that there is little room for improvement, at least for the conver-
gence score. As a result, the MW-Start model could not improve substantially over the
MW model. The manual parameters seem to be at a (local) optimum, preventing EM
from making further improvements on this data. Rand-Start is performing about as well,
sometimes a bit better and sometimes a bit worse than MW, demonstrating that starting
from random values the system can learn weights that are about as effective as manual
weights for this domain. One reason for the high performance of the MW model on
Monroe is the lack of ambiguity in the observations, i.e. there are few observed actions
that are part of more than one possible plan. Overall, EM was able to automatically
learn effective parameters for BALPs.

Convergence Score Accuracy-100 Accuracy-75 Accuracy-50 Accuracy-25
MW 98.4 79.16 46.06 20.67 7.2

MW-Start 98.4 79.16 44.63* 20.26 7.33
Rand-Start 98.4 79.86* 44.73* 19.7* 10.46*

Table 5: Results for parameter learning on Monroe, “*” indicates that the difference wrt
the MW model is statistically significant.

5 Discussion

We now discuss various aspects of BALPs that may explain their superior performance.
As mentioned earlier, Kate and Mooney’s MLN approach [14] cannot be applied to
large domains like Monroe since the addition of reverse implications results in a com-
putationally expensive model. As opposed to the explosive grounding of rules in MLNs,
BALPs use logical abduction in which only those rules that are relevant to the query
are included in the ground network. This results in much smaller networks, enabling
BALPs to scale well to large domains. Furthermore, the use of logical abduction allows
BALPs to use an existing knowledge base that was created for planning without any
modification.

When Blaylock and Allen [2] perform instantiated plan recognition, it is done in
a pipeline of two separate steps. The first step predicts the plan schema and the sec-
ond step predicts the arguments given the schema. Unlike their approach, BALPs are



able to jointly predict both the plan and its arguments simultaneously. We believe that
BALP’s ability to perform joint prediction is at least partly responsible for its superior
performance. Both BALP and MLN systems use planning knowledge specified in the
form of logical clauses, while Blaylock and Allen’s system has no access to domain
knowledge. We believe that the ability of BALPs to incorporate domain knowledge is
also partly responsible for its superior performance.

Blaylock and Allen’s system [2] uses 4500 examples to learn reasonable parame-
ters for the Monroe domain. The MLN system by Kate and Mooney is unable to scale
effectively to this domain. On the other hand, BALPs learn effective parameters for this
domain from only 300 examples, demonstrating that EM can effectively learn parame-
ters given a reasonable number of examples. Except for the Story Understanding data
set, the EM algorithm used in BALPs could learn parameters automatically from data.
The inability of EM to learn effective parameters for this data set can be attributed to the
lack of a sufficient number of examples. Note that Kate and Mooney’s MLN approach
was also unable to learn reasonable weights for Story Understanding. Also note that it is
possible to learn parameters for Reformulated-Monroe using EM, but we deliberately
avoided using learning to ensure a fair comparison with MLNs. Overall, the success
of EM in the original Monroe and Linux domains demonstrates that our approach can
automatically learn accurate parameters from data.

Overall the results demonstrates that our approach to plan recognition using BALPs
is very effective, generally outperforming existing approaches on the three extant bench-
mark data sets. As mentioned earlier, each data set tests a specific aspect of the system,
and BALP’s superior performance on these data sets demonstrate that it is a robust
approach to plan recognition.

6 Related Work

Charniak and Goldman [7, 6] developed an approach to automatically construct Bayesian
networks for plan recognition. Their work is similar to BALPs, but special purpose
procedures were used to construct the necessary ground networks rather than using a
general-purpose probabilistic predicate logic like MLNs, BLPs, or BALPs. Bui [5] has
developed an approach for plan recognition based on Abstract Hidden Markov Models,
but this approach cannot handle relational data. Several other systems for plan recogni-
tion [24, 14, 2] were already discussed in Section 4.2.

Poole [27] has developed a framework for Horn clause abduction and shows it re-
lations to Bayesian networks, Chen et. al [9] extend Stochastic Logic Programs [21]
to incorporate abduction, and Sato [31] has also developed a probabilistic logic called
PRISM that performs abduction. Kimmig et. al [19] have developed a method to con-
struct probabilistic explanations using ProbLog. However, none of these approaches
have been evaluated on the task of plan recognition. Kersting and De Raedt [17] discuss
the differences between BLPs and many of these formalisms; and BALPs inherit these
same differences.



7 Future Work

The current comparison to MLNs uses the method of Kate and Mooney [14] with-
out automatic learning of weights. In the future, we would like to explore more efficient
online-weight learning [13] with MLNs and compare their performance to BALPs. Fur-
thermore, Kate and Mooney’s approach to incorporating logical abduction in MLNs can
be improved (c.f. [4]), so comparing to enhanced MLN approaches is another area of
future work. We would also like to explore approaches based on lifted inference, which
allow to perform probabilistic inference without having to construct ground networks in
the future. As mentioned in Section 6, there are several probabilistic logics like Poole’s
Horn Abduction, PRISM, and abductive SLPs that can perform abductive reasoning. It
would be interesting to apply these frameworks to plan recognition and compare their
performance with that of BALPs. In this paper, the background knowledge base was
hand-coded; however, we would like to explore techniques that learn abductive knowl-
edge bases automatically from training data.

8 Conclusions

This paper has introduced an approach to plan recognition based on Bayesian Logic
Programs (BLPs). We extended BLPs for plan recognition by employing logical ab-
duction to construct Bayesian networks as opposed to the deductive approach currently
used in BLPs. We also demonstrated that the model’s parameters can be effectively
learned using EM. Empirical evaluations on three benchmark data sets demonstrated
that the approach generally outperforms the state-of-the-art in plan recognition. We be-
lieve that its superior performance is due to its combination of logical abduction, joint
probabilistic inference, and incorporation of domain knowledge.
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